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As the Sept. 10 world premiere of the 
opera “Dream of the Red Chamber“ to 
be produced by the San Francisco Opera 
(SFO) draws near, the Chinese Heritage 
Foundation Friends (CHFF) has been 
working hard to put together a memorable 
weekend in San Francisco for attendees.  
In addition to working with SFO to create 
a webpage for online ticket discount to the 
world premiere, CHFF is also working on 
a pre-premiere sumptuous banquet on the 
evening of Sept.  9.  Individuals interested 
in these events should contact chff@
chineseheritagefoundation.org as soon as 
possible.  SFO expects the world premiere 
to sell out quickly.

continued on page 7
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CHF’s “Dream” opera world 
premiere draws near, free 
online course available

State Exports Declined 5 
Percent in the First Quarter 
of 2016

• Minnesota exports (including 
agricultural, mining and manufactured 
products) were valued at $4.6 billion, 
falling 5.2 percent between the first quarters 
of 2015 and 2016, less than the U.S. decline 
of 6.8 percent.

• State exports grew to three Top 10 
markets – Mexico,Singapore and the 
United Kingdom – and in two Top10 
products – pharmaceuticals and stone/
plastergoods.

• For the manufacturing sector alone, 
Minnesotamanufactured exports were 
valued at $4.4 billion inthe first quarter of 
2016, representing a decline of 5.2percent 
during this period, less than the U.S. 
declineof 5.7 percent.
Exports Fell to Most Regions 
But Rose 1 Percent to 
Central and South America

• Exports to North America were 
down 5 percent to $1.5 billion. Growth in 
machinery (up 12 percent) and aircraftand 
spacecraft (up 135 percent) helped offset 
the steep drop in exports of vehicles (down 
22 percent) to this region.

• Exports to Asia fell 6 percent, to $1.5 
billion. Sharp export declines in machinery 
(down 20 percent) and optic andmedical 
products (down 11 percent) to Asian 
markets were partially mitigated by gains 
in various chemical goods.

• In Central and 
South America, Gua-
temala (up 460 per-
cent to $16 million) 
contributed the most 
in export gains.Other 
markets such as Peru 
(up 61 percent), Costa 
Rica (up 21 percent) 
and Colombia (up 23 
percent) also gained-
between $4 million 
and $5 million. Key 
p roduc t s  d r iv ing 
growth were miscel-
laneous seeds, grains, 
fruits (up 2,620per-
cent; led by growth in 
soybean meal), cereals (up 44 percent; led 
by growth in corn) and pharmaceutical-
products (up 63 percent; led by growth in 
bandages).

• Exports fell by 2 percent to the 
European Union (to $1 billion in exports) 
and by 26 percent to the Australia-
Pacificregion ($109 million).
Widespread Decline but 
Growth in Chemicals, 
Corn and Pharmaceutical 
Products

• Between the first quarters of 2015 and 
2016, organic chemicals (up 118 percent to 
$45 million), cereals (up 73 percent to $49 
million), miscellaneous chemicals (up 43 
percent to $60 million) and pharmaceuticals 

(up 17 percent to $88 million) gained the 
most in value. On the other hand, vehicles 
(down 21 percent to $337 million), optic 
and medical products (down 9 percent to 
$864 million), miscellaneous grains, seeds, 
fruits (down 43 percent to $52 million) 
and machinery (down 3 percent to $807 
million) declined the most in value.

• Despite the overall drop in optic and 
medical exports, markets such as Taiwan 
(up 61 percent), Singapore (up 42 percent), 
the Netherlands (up 35 percent), Costa Rica 
(up 40 percent), and India (up 77 percent) 
grew strongly.

• Exports of machinery surged to 
Canada (13 percent), Belgium (30 percent), 
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Left to right: David Gockley, SFO general director; Stan Lai, stage director; Bright 
Sheng, composer and Tim Yip, set designer at the press conference Dec. 16, 2015.
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By Pearl Bergad, executive director, Chinese Heritage Foundation

Decline  0% Growth

Figure 1. Weak Export Trends for Most States

MN:  -5%
U.S.: -7%

Data on Minnesota Exports for First Quarter 2016 – Published May 2016
For More Information: Monte Hanson, 651-259-7149.
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Publisher’s Pronouncements
Greetings: 

As we all resume our summer routine 
after celebrating our nation’s birthday on 
July 4, our attention turns to how to schedule 
participating in the number of great local 
outdoor activities happening throughout the 
Twin Cities while also planning vacations. 

The outdoor activity not to be missed 
is the Dragon Festival on July 9 & 10 (see 
p. 4) at Lake Phalen, St. Paul.  This is the 
largest Pan-Asian event of the Twin Cities 
and is totally free!  For complete details, 
visit www.dragonfestival.org.

You might also want to add the seventh 
annual Minneapolis Sister Cities Day 
Celebration on July 17, 1-5 p.m., to your 
calendar (see p.7).  Each of Minneapolis’ 
sister cities has been invited to perform a 
native song or dance representing its city 
or country and share insight into the culture 

between.  Also, for you sports fans, the 
upcoming Schwan’s USA CUP (July 15-23) 
in Blaine will include a team from Shanghai 
(see p.15). 

To escape the heat, there are other events 
that will be taking place indoors at the 
Minnesota Arboretum and MIA.

As noted on the front page, time is 
running out if you want to attend the 
premiere performance of “Dream of the 
Red Chamber” by the San Francisco Opera 
company in September, so we strongly 
encourage you to order your tickets now.  
The commission of this opera in English was 
initiated by locally based Chinese Heritage 
Foundation Friends.

Please note that there will be no separate 
August China Insight.  The September issue 
will return after our hardworking volunteer 

staff take a well-earned break.
Also, we’d love to hear from you on 

topic ideas or how to serve the Chinese 
American community better.  Please take 
a few short minutes to complete the survey 
below and submit it for a chance to receive 
a free one-year subscription to China Insight 
if you are one of the first 10 to do so.

In the meantime, have a carefree and 
joyous summer and thank you for your 
continued support.  

Sincerely,

Gregory J. Hugh
Publisher - CEO
ghugh@chinainsight.info 

Correction: 
The book title and author information in the June Book Review were incorrect.  The correct book 
title and editors are "End of Empire" edited by David P. Chandler, Robert Crib and Li Narangoa.  Our 
apologies for the confusion and to Asian Review of Books for the mistake.
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Factors of success and happiness
The generation born in or after the 

mid-1990s, known as Generation Z, is fast 
emerging on the Chinese consumer scene.  
Known as “bear children” because they are 
self-centered, bold and behave older than 
their years, the first group of Gen-Zs will be 
entering universities.

They grew up in a digital world and, 
according to researchers, may be more rational 
than millennials.  Two recent sociocultural 
trend reports on China’s Gen-Z found:
37 percent of Gen-Zs named money as their 
main source of happiness, compared to 40 
and 43 percent of those born in the 1970s and 
1960s respectively.
49 percent agreed money breeds success.  
This attitude is most pronounced in the 
second-tier cities such as Chongqing, Dalian, 
Nanjing, Suzhou and Wuhan.
50 percent respondents from the first-tier 
cities such as Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai 
and Shenzhen, regard people who own luxury 
goods as rich.
40 percent respondents from the first-tier 
cities agreed that people who carry / wear / 
use luxury items “looks good.”
20 percent respondents from the first-tier 
cities said when they see someone with 
a luxury item, they also want it, while 30 
percent from the second-tier cities share that 
sentiment, which, to retailers, mean this group 
of consumers is much more aspirational when 
it comes to acquiring high-end goods..
40 percent respondents from lower-tier cities 
say they do not notice consumers with luxury 
products.
66 percent of all respondents think luxury 
homes and cars are the “ultimate status 
symbols.”
94.4 percent of Gen-Zs say it is essential for 
brands to be sustainable and environmentally 
conscious.
62 percent of Gen-Z also believes success is 
not defined by financial wealth; instead, it is 
more about how one lives one’s life. 
64.7percent of Gen-Z spends more time 
interacting with their best friends online rather 
than offline.
40.4percent of Gen-Z would choose a job 
with high salary even if not very interesting; 
20.3 percent would likely choose an interesting 
job over a not very interesting job that pays 
a high salary
53percent of Gen-Z strongly believes 
technological progress will enhance their 
happiness.   
31.1percent of Gen-Z thinks the future holds 
mostly opportunities than risks and 40 percent 
thinks it hold equal opportunities and risks.

Anti speed and anti fraud

Ah, yes … how to slow down speeding 
drivers?  The Shenzhen traffic department 
came up with using dummies.  This dummy 
traffic police officer was spotted on a highway 
in Shenzhen, June 21, 2016.   At least these 
traffic police personnel will not be selling 
accident reports to aid fraudulent car insurance 
claims, which a few Shenzhen traffic police 
were involved in and arrested for in the past.  
Last year, a “dereliction of duty and rights 
infringements” racket in the Luohu district of 
Shenzhen was uncovered.

China’s leaders described in March that 
graft was the “biggest risk” facing the ruling 
Communist Party.
Get your butts ready!

Bank employees who failed to make 
quota at a rural bank in Shanxi Province was 
told by the trainer to “Get your butts ready!” 
and had their behinds  spanked at a company 
staff-training session!

The video posted online on June 20 
sparked outrage.  One of the eight being 
spanked tried to shield herself with her hand 
and was  told to “remove your hand.”  The 
bank had since suspended two of its executives 
and canceled other “training” sessions.  The 
spanker, apparently charges 100,000-yuan a 
day is from a firm outsourced to do training, 
said he was simply trying to improve students’ 
thinking and motivate them  and has been 
known to shave employees’  heads.  He has 
issued a public apology.  Methinks he should 
get a public spanking!
Mon(k)ey disaster

A village in southwest Sichuan Province 
was not doing well economically.  Its village 
secretary convinced a businessman to invest 
in a monkey-themed  resort to attract tourism 
in 2003.  They managed to lure 73 monkeys 
from surrounding mountains to their village.  
While tourism did not thrive, the monkeys 
did!  There are now more than 600 and they 
roam the streets of the village, stealing food 
from the villagers’ homes and even attacking 
the villagers.

The provincial government authorities 
are conducting research for a “wild animal 
protection fund” which extorts 10 yuan 
annually from each villager.  When their health 
or property is damaged by the monkeys, the 
fund will provide compensation.

Anyone thought of relocating or castrating 
the monkeys?
Heat changing lifestyles

As many Chinese cities experience 
90-plusoF temperatures, residents are choosing 
to avoid sauna-like cooking conditions at 
home by ordering meals online.  On campuses, 
there is a clear spike in library attendance 
(with lines waiting to enter) as libraries have 
air-conditioning and dormitories do not.  The 
elderly are parking themselves on benches in 
shopping malls hours on end without once 
setting foot inside any of the stores! 

Temperatures in the 110s are forecasted 
to hit Guangzhou in Southern China through 
the end of June. 

China 
Briefs
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Post “purification” in 
progress

Slew of new 
smartphones launched

The Cyberspace Administra-
tion of China held a conference 
on June 21 on the regulation of 
online comments.

A statement on its official 
website stated any online com-
ments and information deemed  
illegal and harmful on the inter-
net will be removed.  The au-
thorities aim to promote “healthy 
comment habits“ by strength-
ening their monitoring of web 
content.

The vice-minister of the 
administration said online media should 
take their own social responsibility in the 
management of information security and 
make the internet beneficial for users.

Chinese media responded swiftly: news 
website Huanqiu.com said the management 
of posting comments is an important legal 
measure in cyber space, and that they aim to 

be better supervisors of content.  Tech giants 
Tencent and NetEase both said they will 
make improved content their top priority 
and will work on cyber space “purification.” 

According to the report by the China 
Internet Network Information Center in 
January 2016, the internet population of 
China has reached 688 million. ♦

Chinese smartphone manufacturers 
continue to introduce a whole slew of new 
models despite slowdown in China’s mature 
market.  

Huawei, China’s largest smartphone 
maker, Huawei, launched its flagship P9 
smartphone in April. followed by new 
Honor models aimed at the low-end market 
in May and June.  Huawei has continued its 
dominance in the Chinese market, with 27.5 
million shipments made in Q1 2016.

Xiaomi’s 2016 flagship model Mi5 
launched in February.  Its latest smartphone 
is the 6.44-inch Mi Max launched in May.  
Xiaomi ranked fifth among the world’s top 
five smartphone vendors, with 70.8 million 
shipments made in 2015. 

Meizu, aka the “king of product 
launches” offered three smartphones in 
April alone.  The company launched yet 
another new smartphone in June, the M3s.

Other less-known vendors such as 
OPPO, vivo, Lenovo, OnePlus and Meitu 
have also brought new models to market 
in June. ♦

  

Construction sites,  docks, 
stockyards, concrete plants and other 
job sites that generate pollutants will 
be suspended and fined a whopping 
US$152,000 (a tenfold  increase of 
the existing fine)!  Exampls of infractions 
companies will be fined for are if their trucks 
do not wash off tires before leaving job sites, 
and required fences around job sites are 
not taller than the building materials that 
produce dust stored on site.    

Approximately 1,000 construction sites 
around Shanghai dust detectors and other 
surveillance methods to identify violators.  
Citizens are also encouraged to report 
polluters.

The new law and fine will be effective 
end of 2016. ♦

Dust 
polluters 
will pay
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Minnesota quarterly export statistics

Arboretum Chinese Garden underway, 
first phase opening fall 2016

Mexico (11 percent), and Poland (up 112 
percent) despite falling sharply to China 
(down 26 percent) and the Netherlands (down 
41 percent).

• Global sales of cereals (over 90 percent 
of which was corn) jumped 73 percent, to $49 
million, driven by Mexico (up 169 percent), 
Colombia (up $8 million) and other Central 
America markets (Guatemala, El Salvador and 
Panama).

• Although exports of aircraft and spacecraft 
products (consisting of mainly aircraft parts) fell 
16 percent between the first quarters of 2015 
and 2016, they grew strongly to Canada (up 169 
percent to $25 million), which helped offset the 
steep decline to Singapore (down 47 percent to 
$15 million).

• The state’s top four markets for vehicles 
– Canada (down 17 percent), Mexico (down 
32 percent), Belgium (down 35 percent) and 
Australia (down 33 percent) – accounted for 
more than three-quarters of the state’s exports of 
these products. Weaker demand led to passenger 
vehicles, vehicle parts and specialty vehicles 

exports falling sharply.
• Food by-products exports fell 1 percent to 

$138 million. Increased sales of these goods to 
Mexico (up 49 percent to $51 million), Japan 
(up 405 percent to $14 million) and Guatemala 
(up to $3 million, from less than $75,000) helped 
offset declines to Canada (down 48 percent to $22 
million), China (down 28 percent to $10 million) 
and Thailand (down 40 percent to $5 million).

continued from page 1

Figure 2. Exports and Trends Among Minnesota’s Top 10 Markets, First Quarter 2016

Figure 3. Major Minnesota Markets 
for Food By-Products

Figure 4. Exports and Trends Among Minnesota’s Top 10 Products, First Quarter 2016

MillionsMinnesota Quarterly Export Statistics is the most current resource available for tracking the state’s manufactured export trends and is prepared for the Minnesota Trade 
Office (MTO) by the Department of Employment and Economic Development’s (DEED) Economic Analysis Unit (Thu-Mai Ho-Kim). The quarterly and annual statistics reports pri-
marily cover export data based on the Harmonized Tariff System (Schedule B), collected by the U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC) and distributed by IHS Maritime & Trade. 
Reports are available on DEED’s website at “Export and Trade Statistics” (http://mn.gov/deed/data/export-stats/).

Chinese gardens feature culturally 
inspired architecture, landscapes and 
flora.  A Chinese Garden at the Minnesota 
Landscape Arboretum is envisioned to serve 
as a transition from the hectic routines of 
daily life to a more peaceful and tranquil 
environment that offers a place of renewal 
and beauty. 

As part of the Arboretum Campaign 
(a 5-year initiative by the Arboretum 
Foundation that will close June 30, 2016), 

a Chinese Garden Walk  
was created by a lead 
gift from the Fred and 
Jennie Hsiao family, as 
one element of a larger 
Chinese garden design.  
Over the past year, 
a wetland pond was 
restored and more than 
9,000 native plants and 
native Chinese species 
hardy for Minnesota 
climate were planted.  
T h e y  w i l l  b l o o m 
throughout the growing 
season.  A fall opening 

for visitors is planned for the garden walk.
More features added in 2016, funded 

through the generosity of other Arboretum 
friends and supporters include an accessible 
pathway from Three Mile Drive that leads 
to the pond and natural landscape; and a 
platform for a future contemplative pavilion 
(which is not yet funded).

As planning and construction continues 
on the Chinese Garden, the Arboretum is 
presenting a Chinese art exhibit from July 

1-Sept. 11, “A Brush with Beauty: Painting 
in the Chinese Tradition.”  The exhibit fea-
tures the artistry of popular local painters 
Kairong Liu, Bob Schmitt, Yudong Shen and 
Hong Zhang, who all practice the traditional 
Asian brush technique.  

“The Chinese-American community 
is invited to view the exhibit and interact 
with artists at upcoming ‘meet the artist’ 
sessions,” said Peter Moe, Arboretum 
interim director.  Moe also mentioned that 
the Arboretum is interested in involving 
more community members as prospective 
supporters of the Chinese Garden as it 
develops into a traditionally inspired garden.

More remains to be done to create a 
full Chinese Garden at the Arboretum.  
The vision for the larger Chinese garden 
will further enrich the visitor experience 
of all who come to the Arboretum.  In 
2016, discussions with donors continue 
and architectural plans are in the works to 
construct a Moon Gate entry, along with 
a possible pavilion.  A platform has been 
constructed, which will serve as a base for 
a future contemplative pavilion that is still 
seeking donor funding.  An arrival terrace 

with ornate Chinese garden fence rail is also 
envisioned to greet visitors.  

The Cunningham Group has been 
hired by the University of Minnesota for 
architectural design and contractor services.  
More financial support to fund architectural 
elements such as a bridge and tea house 
are still needed. Donations of any size and 
tributes are deeply appreciated. ♦ 

Aerial photo taken fall 2015 by Ralph Bendjebar

Community Events

Meet the 
Artists, Explore 
the Exhibit
Date: Tuesday, Aug. 23, 6-8:30 p.m.
Location: Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, 
3675 Arboretum Dr, Chaska
Cost: Gate admission is waived if coming 
only for this session
Registration: 
Pre-register at depao008@umn.edu

 
Come for an evening of fun and learning.  

Meet Minnesota-based artists from the 
Chinese painting exhibit: Kairong Liu, 
Bob Schmitt, Yudong Shen, Lei Yang 
and Hong Zhong.  Go on a guided tour of 
the exhibition and enjoy a special talk on 
Chinese garden and art influences by Dr. 
Carol Brash, Asian art and gardens expert 
of St. Cloud State University.
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The first years of tumult 1915-1919
By Pat Welsh, contributor

The natural course for me to take 
this series would be to discuss the May 4 
incident and what would later be called 
the May Fourth Period.  As I examined 
this incident and the surrounding events, I 
cannot help but conclude that this incident 
was itself a result of events that preceded it.  

From 1911 to about 1925, China 
was floundering in a confusing and 
chaotic morass.  While pro-Qing and 
pro-monarchists were gradually losing 
their support among the population, the 
liberal and the left-wing movements were 
themselves not a completely cohesive force.  
The emergence of regional warlords who 
governed locally from 1916 to 1925 had 
no loyalties other than to those who might 
support their positions.  In May 1915, 
Japan presented the infamous 21 demands, 
which, if accepted, would have placed 
China under a virtual Japanese protectorate 
status and extinguish China’s independence.  
Yuan Shikai (袁世凱) accepted some of 
these demands.  After Yuan had himself 
proclaimed emperor on December 12, 1915, 
the remote southern province of Yunnan rose 
in revolt two weeks later.  Other garrisons 
then joined in the revolt and by March 1916, 
it became obvious that any further attempts 
to continue Yuan’s monarchy would produce 
a widespread civil war.

By 1916, the objectives of the 1911 
revolution had clearly not been achieved.  
In the north, Yuan had attempted to 
establish his own dynasty 
and strip Parliament and 
the premiership of much 
of its powers.  Yuan, and 
later, the LiYuanhong (黎
元洪) and Duan Qirui (段
祺瑞) governments were 
supported by foreign loans 
and the Beiyang Military.  
Otherwise, China remained 
weak and subject to foreign 
pressures, especially from 
Japan.  There had been no 
real remedy for peasant 
discontent.  Industry was still minimal and 
much of that was subject to foreign controls. 

In the south, the republicans under Sun 
Yat-sen had repudiated their recognition of 
the Beijing government to rule.  Several 
southern Chinese provinces declared 
themselves independent of the Beijing 
government.  Yet the republican government 
in Guangzhou itself was equally dependent 
on the local fickle favors of the local military 
generals.  Nonetheless the south, always 

anti-Manchu and heavily influenced by 
foreign contacts, rose up and joined the 
republican cause.  Yuan’s military attempted 
unsuccessfully to overcome the republicans 
in the south, but facing Western support for 
the republicans, Yuan relented.   Then Yuan 
died in Beijing on June 6, 1916.  Three 
individuals were considered to succeed him 
as president of the republic.  The weakest 
and least popular of the three, Li Yuanhong, 
was chosen by an agreement among the 
three..  The second individual was a former 
secretary of state, Xu Shichang (徐世昌).  
The real political and military power at that 
time was held by the third, Premier Duan 
Qirui who, assisted by the Beiyang Military, 
seemed to be able to dominate President Li.  
Duan, with the assistance of the Beiyang 
Military, held the real power in the north 
while an independent south headed by the 
Kuomintang and other parliamentarians 
semi governed in the south.

Meanwhile, the best of the scholar class 
retreated from government into academic 
life.  Government and administration 
seemed to be made up of ignorant soldiers, 
politicians and self-seeking careerists.  There 
was also a flight of wealthier individuals 
to the cities that destroyed the balanced 
economy of the countryside where banditry 
and military opportunists often held sway 
over local administration.

Into this fray comes a reform-minded 
Cai Yuanpei (蔡元培) in 1917.  As a literary 
revolution favoring the vernacular spoken 
Chinese over the flowery, and often difficult-
to-read literary Chinese, Cai was appointed 
chancellor of the National University of 
Beijing (國立北京大學) by President Li 
Yuanhong.  Cai had been a liberal and 
moral leader of the new intelligentsia and 
a great educator.  Under Cai’s stimulus and 
protection, the old conservative Confucian 
tradition of the university changed.  Before 
Cai’s arrival, the university was regarded 
merely as a stepping stone to promotion 
within the government. 

Moreover the morals of both professors 
and students were notoriously low and 
nicknames for the university included “the 
Brothel Brigade,” “the Gambling Den” 
and “the Fountainhead of Ribaldry and 
Bawdiness.”

Under Cai’s leadership, professors with 
very divergent points of view were brought 

into the institution.  A variety 
of study and advisory groups 
among the faculty were 
established.  Cai held that the 
student’s role was to study.  
Cai would allow students 
over 20 years of age to join 
and take part in political 
activities as individuals, but 
not as representatives of 
the university.  Work-Study 
Programs similar to those 
in France were encouraged.  
Many formal barriers between 

students and professors were removed.  
Over time the moral standards of the 
students seemed to improve.

Not allowing partisanship or politics to 
influence his selection of faculty members, 
Cai encouraged the coexistence of divergent 
opinions.  His educational goals were: 1) a 
moral education based on mutual assistance, 
2) education for a “world view” to promote 
a cosmic concept, 3) universal military 
training to avoid the militarists’ monopoly 

of military power, 4) utilitarian education 
to improve the people’s livelihood and 5) 
an aesthetic education to lead students to 
a world of reality by means of aesthetic 
appreciation.  He especially wanted his 
students to receive an education that would 
free them from the restraints posed by the 
various isms of that day.

This policy of freedom in education 
made the university a public forum for 
debates between conservative scholars and 
the new intelligentsia.  Among the staff at 
the university then were Chen Duxiu (陳獨
秀) who would later assist in founding the 
Communist Party of China and Hu Shi (胡
適), the scholar, diplomat and promoter of 
the vernacular.  These and other well-known 
activists and thinkers exerted a profound 
influence upon the students at the university.
Among the student groups that formed at 
that time was the New Tide Society (新潮
社), which published a monthly magazine 
titled “The New Tide” (新潮) beginning in 
November 1918.  The magazine seemed to 
oppose  old patterns of thought and customs.  
It railed against monarchy, misplaced loyal-
ty to corrupt officials, the double standard of 
chastity for men and women.  
It favored literary reform, 
language reform, the study of 
science, technology, democ-
racy, liberalism, the equality 
of individuals in society, the 
independence of women and 
the freedom of choice in 
marriage. 

Inspired by the professors 
and the New Youth Society, 
the students at Beijing Uni-
versity and other colleges 
and universities in China as 
well, became more acquainted with the 
new intellectual currents and became more 
active in the new thought movements of the 
day.  One of these currents had its birth in 
the Russian October Revolution of 1917.  In 
the beginning, students of this faction could 
hardly be called at this time Bolsheviks or 
Marxists as their ideas seemed to be a vague 
mixture of socialism and democracy.  

In 1915, after Chen Duxiu was brought 
in as the chief librarian of the National 
Beijing University, he started and edited an 
influential monthly periodical in Shanghai, 
“The Youth Magazine” (青年雜誌), which 
was later renamed “The New Youth” (新
青年).  This magazine became one of the 
most influential magazines among the stu-
dents who participated in the May Fourth 
Movement of 1919.  The magazine mainly 
advocated  many new ideas, the use of the 
vernacular language, socialism, Marxism, 
and was strongly against feudalism.  It had 
a Letters-to-the-Editor section allowing it 
to become a truly free public forum where 
a number of important problems and ideas 
were seriously considered and developed.  
Its circulation increased to 16,000 after 
1917, to say nothing of the number of pass-
along readers.

These publications inspired the forma-
tion of various societies.  one of which  was 
the new People’s Study Society (新民學會) 
founded by Mao Zedong (毛澤東) and his 
friends in Changsha.  This society had about 
80 members who recruited and organized 
students to go to France under the work-
study programs there.  Mao himself went to 
Beijing in 1918 under the recommendation 
of Li Dazhao (李大釗) and worked as an 
assistant librarian at National Beijing Uni-
versity until his departure to Changsha and 
Shanghai a year later.

While the new intellectuals were align-
ing themselves together, an opposition group 
was starting up at the university also.  This 
was a group of conservative professors, re-
search workers and students whose strength 
was mainly in the university’s School of 
Law where most of the teaching posts were 
held by students who had returned from 
Japan and were more sympathetic towards 
the Beijing government.  However, this 
conservative opposition proved to be quite 
ineffective in an intellectual propaganda that 
featured an overload of archaic words that 
even well-trained scholars could not read.  

Their magazine, the “Nation-
al Heritage,” only produced 
four issues.  The conserva-
tives’ opposition also failed 
because it worked more for 
Beijing government interven-
tion than for public support.  
They even tried to get the 
government to remove Cai 
Yuanpei as the university’s 
chancellor.  That failed be-
cause the government feared 
strong opposition from the 
students, public opinion and 

foreign financial support.
From 1915 to 1917 the conflict between 

the conservatives and the new intellectuals 
was one of ideas rather than one of actions.  
This all changed in 1917 as the intimate re-
lationship between the Chinese government 
in Beijing under Duan Qirui (段啟瑞) and 
the Japanese government under Premier Ma-
satake Terauchi (寺内 正毅) became more 
intimate and China seemed to be caving in 
to Japanese territorial claims in Shandong 
province.  In Beijing, Hayashi Gonzuke (
林権助), the Japanese minister in Beijing, 
proposed helping Duan cut off support of 
the Kuomintang government in the south.  
This support involved huge Japanese loans.  
With financial support and the newly formed 
Anfu Club (安福俱樂部), Duan consolidat-
ed his forces in Beijing’s Parliament.  This 
situation deteriorated further when secret 
military conventions were concluded with 
Japan and Russia.  In these agreements, 
Mongolia and Manchuria were wrested from 
China.  Then Japan secured Duan’s approval 
to negotiate the Sino-Japanese Military 
Mutual Assistant Conventions.

The stage was set for the May 4 incidents 
and its consequences, the subject of my next 
offering.♦

About Pat Welsh
In 2009 while teaching English at Sichuan University, Welsh was asked to give a 
speech where he was introduced to the audience as a “pioneer of Chinese American 
relations” as a result of his cooperative work in international banking during the Deng 
Xiaoping era. For more than 65 years, Welsh has been learning Chinese and has used 
this knowledge both professionally and personally to enhance his understanding of 
Chinese and Asian affairs.  He currently resides in Georgia and occasionally lectures 
on China to classes in World History and World Literature.

Yuan Shikai

Duan Qirui

Chang Zuolin



A middle school principal in 
Chengdu modified a mahjong set to 
help students learn English.  The 26 
English letters of the alphabet are 
stuck to the surface of the regular 
tiles.  Students have to combine 
the tiles into words, and whoever 
composes a sentence with the 
words wins the game.  Isn’t this 
the most international mahjong 
you have ever seen? ♦
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UM’s Confucius Institute hosts 
2016 Midwest Chinese Bridge 
Speech Contest

On May 21, high school students from 
across the Midwest participated in the 2016 
Midwest Chinese Bridge Speech Contest  
hosted by the Confucius Institute at the 
University of Minnesota.

The Chinese Bridge Speech Contest 
was created in 2007 with the intention 
of providing a stage for high school 
Chinese learners throughout the world 
to present their achievements in Chinese 
language and culture.  The Midwest event, 
which was cosponsored by the Confucius 
Institute Headquarters/Hanban and the 
Chinese Consulate in Chicago, featured 
25 participants competing for a spot in the 

9th Global Chinese Bridge Speech Contest 
for High School Students this fall hosted 
in Beijing.

After an opening keynote by early leader 
of Minnesota’s Chinese language programs 
Margaret Wong, the event’s two rounds of 
competition began.  During the first round of 
competition, each participant demonstrated 
their abilities in categories including Speech 
in Mandarin, Chinese Cultural Talent 
and Chinese History and Culture.  In the 
second round, winners from each level 
gave one-minute impromptu speeches and 
participated in an oral trivia activity focused 
on the topics of Chinese culture and history.  

Local Chinese teachers calculated scores 
based on criteria such as accuracy, fluency, 
presentation, vocabulary, cultural relevancy 
and creativity.

The 2016 first-place winner of the 
Outstanding Individual award is Joshua 
Mason from Minnesota’s Yinghua Academy.  
He will represent the Midwest in the Global 
Chinese Bridge Speech Contest in Beijing.  
The runner-up, Bazil Cunningham from 
Colorado, will accompany Mason to China 
as a non-competing observer.

In addition to the first- through third-
place Outstanding Individual awards, the 
top three students in each grade level won 
Advanced Chinese Learner Awards, with 
additional awards given in the Best Speech, 
Best Talent Show, Future Sinologist, and 
Most Creative categories.  Awards were 
presented by representatives from the 
Chinese Consulate in Chicago, Consul 
Xu Shuhong and Consul Li Han, as well 
as University of Minnesota Associate 
Vice President and Dean for International 
Programs Meredith McQuaid.

The Confucius Institute at the University 
of Minnesota (CIUMN) was created to 
promote the study of Chinese language 
and culture throughout Minnesota.  It 
is a collaborative initiative between the 
University of Minnesota, the Hanban/
Confucius Institute Headquarters, and 
Capital Normal University in Beijing.  
CIUMN is one of 67 Confucius Institutes 
in the U.S. and nearly 400 worldwide. ♦

‘English mahjong’ 
helps students 
learn the language 
People’s Daily,, June 3, 2016

Events
Countdown to 
14th annual 
Dragon Festival, 
Lake Phalen

The two-day 2016 Dragon Festival, 
July 9  10, inspired by the Asian tradition 
of dragon-boat races, roars again this 
summer, celebrating Minnesota’s diverse 
Asian cultures and traditions; and the greater 
Asian-American community in Minnesota 
life.

The Saturday morning opening ceremony 
will include lion dance performances 
and a site dedication of the future China 
Friendship Garden at Lake Phalen.  For 
the health-conscious, you can participate 
in the Live Fearless 5K Walk/Run, also on 
Saturday morning. 

The event’s main attraction are the 
26 dragon boat teams from Minnesota-
based business, educational institutions, 
government agencies and community 
organizations competing throughout the 
two days.  Prizes for daily champion, race 
champion, best team spirit and best team 
t-shirt will be awarded.  Other fun family 
activities include cultural performances, 
art activities, face painting and story times. 
Even bouncy castle tents (separate fee 
per child required).  There also will be 
merchandise and food vendors. ♦

Details are available at dragonfestival.org.
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CHF’s “Dream”

Ed Fong’s latest achievements

continued from page 1

By Greg Hugh

For 40 years, Minneapolis had celebrat-
ed being part of the Sister Cities program.  
The tradition continues on Sunday, July 17.  
All 12 of the Minneapolis Sister Cities will 
be celebrated with a free ice cream social 
and refreshments on Nicollet Island Pavil-
ion, 40 Power St., Minneapolis. 

Minneapolis’ sister city in China is 
Harbin.  

This family event is free and open to 
the public.  It will feature multicultural 
entertainment and children activities with 
the spotlight on the 25th anniversary of Min-
neapolis’ Sister City with Tours, France!  ♦

To familiarize attendees with the story 
of “Dream of the Red Chamber” and its 
background, the University of Minnesota 
is creating a new online course on “Dream” 
for the public.  Ann Waltner, who teaches in 
the Department of History at the University, 
is in charge and says, “This online course is 
free and open to the public.  It will feature 
segments on the characters in the novel, 
on the controversies surrounding the text, 
commentaries, and adaptations of the novel, 
including television shows and movies.  A 
special feature of this course will be atten-
tion to early 19th century women writers’ 
responses to the novel and illustrations of 
the novel.”  This course will be hosted on 
the James Ford Bell Library website (https://
www.lib.umn.edu/bell) and will be available 

in early July from the library’s home page.  
There may be an option to take the course 
for credit (which would of course involve 
paying tuition).  Anyone interested in that 
possibility should contact Waltner directly 
at waltn001@umn.edu.

In addition to this online course, the 
Confucius Institute at the University of Min-
nesota is developing study guides that can 
be used to help secondary school teachers 
incorporate “Dream” into their curriculum.  
Emily Hanson, who is in charge of this 
project, says, “These study guides include 
background information about the novel 
and focus on three iconic scenes from the 
novel.  Teachers can use these materials 
to teach stories from the novel, while also 
using the opportunity to teach about Chinese 

literature, hierarchy and social structure in 
18th century China, and novel-specific top-
ics in Chinese language and culture.  Draft 
versions of one study guide were distributed 
at the National Chinese Language Confer-
ence, held in Chicago this past April. These 
free study guides will be available at http://
confucius.umn.edu/dream/ in August 2016.”

CHFF is thrilled with these wonderful 
educational developments and is looking 
forward eagerly to the “Dream” world 
premiere in September.  

Ming Tchou, founder and president of 
Chinese Heritage Foundation, said, “One of 
the missions of our Foundation is to show-
case the splendor of Chinese culture to the 
greater American community.  For the last 
six years, we have worked hard to bring this 

famous classic novel to a wider audience.  
The 21st-century perspective brought by 
our artistic team to this 18th century novel, 
in an opera to be sung in English, will help 
us achieve our goal.  I am so thrilled and 
am greatly looking forward to the world 
premiere in September.’

In addition to an all-Chinese artistic 
team (Bright Sheng, composer and co-libret-
tist; David Henry Hwang, co-librettist; Stan 
Lai, stage director; and Tim Yip, set design-
er), the cast will consist entirely of world-
class Asian singers.  Details are available at 
http://www.chineseheritagefoundation.org/
programs/dream-project.html and 

h t t p : / / s f o p e r a . c o m / d i s c o v e r -
opera/201617-season/dream-of-the-red-
chamber/ ♦

Proud parents David & Helen Fong 
recently held a surprise dinner for family 
and close friends to honor son Ed’s latest 
achievements.  

Ed, who has been running David 
Fong’s Restaurant, started by his parents 
in 1958 in Bloomington, Minn, since the 
late ‘80s, was named Lion of the year by 
the Bloomington Lion’s Club.  He also 

is serving as the current president of the 
Minnesota Restaurant Association, the first 
Chinese American to hold the office.  He 
has managed to do all this while managing 
David Fong’s Restaurant.

For a more detailed article on Ed, go to 
www.cihinainsight.info and check out the 
March 2015 issue (p. 11) under the “Past 
Issues” tab. ♦

Free ice cream at 
Minneapolis Sister 
Cities Day celebration

Site dedication of St. 
Paul-Changsha China 
Friendship Garden

The Minnesota China Friendship Garden 
Society, working with the St. Paul Parks 
& Recreation Department and St. Paul’s 
District 5 Planning Council, announced it 
will be dedicating the site for the future St. 
Paul-Changsha China Friendship Garden at 
Phalen Park on Saturday, July 9, at 10:45 
a.m..

It will take place during the opening 
ceremony of the 2016 Dragon Festival.  
Watch the lion dancers perform, join the 
procession to the site of the China Friendship 
Garden, and learn more information about 
the history and cultural significance of this 
exciting addition to the park.  
The garden:
• Is a public/private partnership with St. 
Paul’s sister-city of Changsha, China

• Will be located north of the picnic pavilion 
and water channel, and east of the Stone 
Arch Bridge along Lake Phalen
• Complements Public Art St. Paul’s 
“Minnesota Rocks!” symposium sculpture 
“Meditation,” created by internationally 
known Changsha sculptor Master Lei Yixin 
(sculptor of the Martin Luther King Jr. Stone 
of Hope Memorial in Washington, D.C.)
• Has the following proposed features: 
replica of the Aiwan Pavilion and stone 
garden, a Hmong Cultural Plaza and 
Emperor Chi You sculpture, a lakeside 
pavilion with classroom, an entrance arch, 
and an arched bridge. ♦

For more information, visit www.MnChi-
naGarden.org.

Entertainment schedule 
1 p.m.                Welcome remarks 
1:05 p.m.           Japanese entertainment group 
                       (Ibaraki City, Japan)  
1:25 p.m.           Sounds of  Hope
2:20 p.m.          French entertainment group 
                       (Tours, France) 
2:45 p.m.         The Hongde Lion Dance 
                       Association (Harbin, China
3:10 p.m.           Aztec dancers 
                       (Cuernavaca, Mexico)
3:35 p.m.          Somali dancers (Bosaso, Somalia) 
4 p.m.              Vikarbyns Lilla Spelmanslag
                       (Uppsala, Sweden
4:25 p.m.          Ballet Folklorico 
                       (Cuernavaca, Mexico) 
              

Ed Fong (far left) 
with parents, Helen 
and David,  and wife 
Blanche at Peking 
Garden dinner

People

Community
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Qingdao (青島): beer, seafood and much more
According to The Lonely Plant, Qingdao, 

also known as Tsingtao (青島), is “a breath 
of fresh (ocean) air.”

Situated on the east coast of China’s 
Shangdong Province, it is a rare modern 
city that has managed to preserve its past.  
Its deepwater harbor and proximity to Korea 
and Japan made it the target of unwelcome 
foreign interests during the Boxer Rebellion 
and forced to be conceded to Germany in 
1989, during which the Germans improved 
the city’s infrastructure and also left behind 
the famous Tsingtao Brewery.  After the 
brief German occupation, the Japanese 
moved in in 1914.  

After World War II the Kuomintang 
allowed Qingdao to serve as the headquarters 
of the Western Pacific Fleet of the U.S. Navy 
in 1945.  When China opened up in the 
1980s, western Qingdao quickly bloomed 
as a port city.

Today, the coastal fishing village has 
become a leading port and industrial city, 
and home to booming textile businesses, 
chemical processing, rubber and heavy 
manufacturing.  In 2006, the World Bank 
named it as one of the 6 “golden cities” of 
China.  It is now the headquarters of the 
Chinese navy’s northern fleet.  It has also 
become an important tourist destination.

As of 2014, Qingdao was home to a 
population of 9.05 million from 38 ethnic 
minorities.  Because of its proximity to 
Korea, there is a large Korean community 
living, working and studying there as well.  
Its residents speak with a distinct local 
accent known as Qingdao dialect (青岛话, 
qingdao hua).

It is also home to a large number of higher 
education institutions: Ocean University 
of China (formerly Ocean University of 
Qingdao), is the most important university 
of maritime sciences in China; in addition, 
there is Qingdao University, Qingdao 
University of Science and Technology, as 
well as Qingdao Technological University.  
All have been an integral part of Qingdao’s 
higher education community for decades.  
Other newer institutions there include the 
China University of Petroleum (2012), 
Shandong University of Science and 
Technology (2003), Qingdao Agricultural 
University (2007), and in Haungdao district, 
Qingdao Technical College  and Qingdao 
Binhai Univeristy, a private institution. 

Another unique aspect of Qingdao is 
that is has preserved a blend of concession-
era architecture from its past with modern 
structures.  There are winding cobble stone 
streets and red-capped hillside villas, giving 
the city of a little more than 4,000 square 
miles a distinct atmosphere, earning it the 
nickname, “Switzerland of the Orient.”  
Qingdao is both a destination spot for 
Chinese and foreigners.

Surrounded on three sides by the ocean, 
it enjoys a pleasant temperate climate.  There 
is plenty of sunshine from March through 
May.  From June to September, it can be hot 
and humid (July and August are hottest), 
with occasional heavy rains.  The cool sea 
breeze returns in October and November 
and from December to February, prepare 
for frosty strong winds with temperatures 
ranging from the 20oF-40oF.
What to do and see?
Qingdao Naval Museum
 Built in 1989, this 430,556 square foot-
naval museum is the only military museum 
to exhibit collections in the development 

of Chinese naval field.  It records the 
development and history of the Chinese 
navy.  It includes exhibition of weapons, 
equipment and maritime ship area.  It has 
a display of the various types of uniforms 
since the navy was established in 1949, 
a weaponry area and the marine ships 
exhibition area with approximately 800 
articles altogether, including presents from 
more than 60 countries to China.
Qingdao Beer Museum 

 Built by Tsingtao Beer Brewery in 1903, 
the museum covers approximately 65,000 
square feet.  It is the first and only beer 
museum in China and combines historical 
items with modern design.  In about an 
hour, the visitor will learn the history of 
beer, the manufacturing process and the 
company culture via interactive electronic 
screens.  The items and historical data were 
contributed by the international friends from 
Germany and Japan, and those who worked 
in Tsingtao Brewery.  Visitors get to sample 
free Tsingtao beer also!
Lu Xun Park

 The park was built in 1929 and named 
‘Ruoyu Park’ and ‘Seashore Park.’  In 
1950, it was renamed Lu Xun Park to 
commemorate Lu Xun, pen name for Zhou 
Shuren (1881-1936), who is considered one 
of China’s greatest modern writers.  He also 
was a short story writer, editor, translator, 
literary critic, and ideologist, where a 10-
ft. granite sculpture of him was erected in 
1986.  There is a 246-ft. corridor carved with 
45 poems written by Lu Xun and a copper 
embossed portrait of the writer is inlay.

The main entrance of the park has 
a beautiful stone archway with glazed 
tiles.  Beyond are a world of pine woods, 
exquisite pavilions and rugged reefs.  It’s an 
enchanting spot to watch the ebb and flow 
of the waves, the birds, and the boats at sea.  
Many stay until dark to watch the moonlight 
fall on the park.  Other attractions within the 
part include the Underwater World, which 
is an aquarium with breathtaking views 

of 20,000 specimens of marine mollusks, 
arthropods and fish. 
May Fourth Square

 Also known as Wu Si Square, this 
25-acre public square commemorates the 
(cultural and political) May 4 Movement 
that started in Qingdao in 1919.  Located 
between the municipal government building 
and Fushan Bay, it’s a wonderful place to 
take a stroll, fly a kite or just take in the 
fresh sea air.  At the center of the square is 
a red spiral sculpture called the “Wind of 
May,” like a permanent flame, representing 
Qingdao’s prosperous future.

The square was constructed in the 1990s 
with an array of underground fountains that 
shoots water 300 feet into the air!  Visitors 
can shop the many vendors selling various 
kinds of ornaments and Qingdao souvenirs.
Laoshan

 Located approximately 25 miles from 
downtown Qingdao, is recognized as the 
“Cradle of Taoism.”  There are 218 places 
of interest on this 3717-ft tall mountain by 
the coast.  In the old days, the Qin and Han 
emperors climbed the mountain in search 
of immortality.

The main sites to see include the 
Temple of Supreme Purity, the largest and 
oldest Taoist temple complex on Laoshan; 
Jufeng the main and highest peak; Temple 
of Great Purity located on the southeastern 
slope, was built in the Song Dynasty, is one 
of the oldest structures on Laoshan; and 
Longtan Waterfall located to the south of 
the Temple of Great Purity and has a height 
of about 200-ft drop.  The oddly shaped 
rocks, ancient trees, crystal-clear springs 
and mineral water draw local and foreign 
tourists alike.  In addition, the water for 
brewing Tsingtao beer comes from here!
Olympic Sailing Center 
 

This was one of the venues of the 2008 
Olympics by Fushan Bay, adjoining May 
Fourth Square.  Post Olympics, the venue 
has become a national sailing sports school 
as well as a water sports training center. The 
whole Olympic Sailing Center is open to the 

public, becoming a place of recreation and 
a tourist resort.
Han Dynasty Brick Museum 

 Located at the foot of Laoshan, the 
story behind this private museum was that 
Zhang Xinkuan, a young army officer, 
discovered huge granite slabs while laying 
a road approximately 30 years ago.  He 
found these slabs covered with exquisite 
carvings and saved more than 5000 of them.  
Subsequently, he spent his life savings 
collecting these Han Dynasty relics, which 
speak volumes about life and culture in old 
China. 
When to go?

If you love beer, it’s a no brainer!  Go 
during the Qingdao International Beer 
Festival.  This annual event takes place the 
second weekend of August annually and 
lasts 16 days!  It has become a large-scale 
festival for the people of the whole city and 
in 2006, became one of the top 10 festivals 
of China.

Began in 1991, it now has more than 
100 top international and domestic brewers 
attend to show off their brews.  Beer 
tents and activities such as spectacular 
fireworks, a great parade made up of 
military bands, ethnic troupes, floats and 
daily musical performances, high tech laser 
shows, evening entertainment and drinking 
competitions abound. 

Not a beer drinker?  Surrounded on 
three sides by the ocean, Qingdao enjoys a 
pleasant temperate climate.  There is plenty 
of sunshine from March through May.  
From June to September, it can be hot and 
humid (July and August are hottest, with 
temperatures in the high 70s F and low 80s 
F), with occasional heavy rains 30 percent 
of the time.  The cool sea breeze returns in 
October and November and from December 
to February, prepare for frosty strong winds 
with temperatures ranging from the 20oF-
40oF.
What to eat?

Besides beer, there are tons of food, both 
Chinese and Western.  Flavors from all over, 
such as Korean—especially barbecue—is 
easy to find, as is Japanese (with lots of 
creative sushi).  European food abounds, 
too, with excellent Italian and French 
restaurants and German pub food as well.

Qingdao is all about seafood.  Many 
seafood restaurants are “menu-less,” i.e., 
you point at the large fish tanks and pick 
out your dinner fare.  Sure sign of freshness!  
You have a wide range to choose from: fish 
to oysters, lobsters, sea cucumbers, shrimps 
and conches, and just about anything that 
lives in the ocean.   A local must-try is the 
fried spicy clams.  Other local delicacies 
are: guantangbao, small steamed buns with 
soup inside; sanxian zhengjiao, steamed 
dumplings stuffed with shredded shrimp, 
pork and Chinese leek; and paigu mien, 
noodles with spare ribs.

If you’re not into fish, the Muslim 
restaurants provide great Xinjiang cuisine 
with lots of beef and lamb alternatives, 
accompanied by their famous wheat noodles 
and flatbreads.

And be sure to visit the food streets: 
Yunxiao Road, Minjiang Road or Maidao 
Road.  All offer great food and cater to 
tourists.♦

By Elaine Dunn



An icon in its hometown, the celebrated 
“meat-shaped stone” will be making its U.S. 
debut as part of San Francisco’s Asian Art 
Museum’s summer exhibit, “Emperors’ 
Treasures: Chinese Art from the National 
Palace Museum, Taipei.”  

On view until Sept.18, the stone is 
actually a hunk of jasper carved and dyed 
to resemble a portion of braised pork belly 
fresh from the pot.  It was created nearly 
200 years ago by an anonymous Qing 
dynasty artist working for an emperor in the 
Forbidden City. 

“The meat-shaped stone exemplifies how 
the enduring appeal of traditional Chinese 
cooking has long inspired devotion,” says 
Asian Art Museum Director Jay Xu.  “It 
underscores the significance of both food 
and art in Chinese culture.  And at the 

Asian Art Museum, we believe that food — 
just like art — is a beautiful way to share 
culture.” 

In addition to the stone, visitors to the 
Asian Art Museum will enjoy a once-in-a-
generation peek into the private collections 
of the Chinese imperial family, from 
exquisite jades to calligraphy, paintings and 
porcelains.  

If you have a serious craving for pork 
belly after the exhibit, head to the museum’s 
Café Asia. Dongpo rou will be on its menu.  
Chef Melinda Quirino seasons the pork with 
soy sauce, rice wine, sugar, ginger and other 
spices, then braises it for over two hours to 
achieve the signature succulent texture.  

There are other foodie events planned 
by the museum during this exhibit.  Check 
out its website at www.asianart.org/pork. ♦
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“Transcendent 
Mountains: 
Chinese Landscape 
Painting” at MIA 
through Aug. 21

RunAces.com

TROUT AIR

EXPERIENCE
FISHING

FRESH FISH YOU CAN BRING HOME OR EAT HERE!

FISHING & FRESH
TROUT DINNER

TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS: 4PM-9PM  
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS: 11AM-9PM 20AVG.

A True Minnesota Experience!

Jasper meat-shaped stone on gold stand, Qing dynasty (1644–1911

Mountains lie at the very heart of 
Chinese culture and art.  A bridge between 
the human and transcendental realms, 
they have provided an enduring source of 

inspiration for poets, scholars, and artists 
and remain a potent theme within China’s 
landscape painting tradition.

The idea of retreating from society into 

a life of reclusion in the mountains has a 
long-standing history in China.  The practice 
thrived in ancient China, in part because it 
found support in the philosophies of Confu-
cianism, Daoism and later Buddhism.  The 
motivation for reclusion could be spiritual 
or ethical.  For Daoist adherents, the moun-
tains offered the opportunity to encounter 
immortal beings and were therefore a path 
to transcendence.  For some intellectuals, 
the politics of the court and the burdens of 
society or perhaps fame proved unbearable.  
Retreats built in mountain or streamside set-
tings promised a peaceful and unfettered life 
in simple circumstances where they could 
indulge in scholarship and the practice of art.  

The ethos of reclusion so influenced the Chi-
nese intellectual class that it left an imprint 
on almost every facet of artistic endeavor.  
In landscape painting, the theme of reclusion 
was expressed through diverse imagery, 
sometimes unprecedented and original, but 
often based on well-known prototypes and 
patterns.  Among the patterns represented 
here are “retreat in solitude,” “reclusion in 
a fishing boat,” “reading in seclusion,” “vis-
iting a recluse,” and “gazing at waterfall.”

Drawn from the collection of the 
Minneapolis Institute of Art, the works on 
display span 500 years of Chinese history, 
from the late Southern Song to the Qing 
dynasties (13th–early 20th centuries). ♦

Emperors’ Treasures: Chinese Art from 
the National Palace Museum, Taipei

Unknown
China, Southern Song-Yuan dynasty 
Corridor Through the Pines, c. 1300
Ink and color on silk
Gift of funds from Joan Wurtele 99.17.1



We are well into a political season as the 
U.S. presidential campaign heats up.  We are 
also in the midst of deflationary pressures 
evident in the unprecedentedly low cost of 
oil and other commodities, and the falling 
dollar value of the yuan.  Many Republican 
candidates, led by Donald Trump, are keen 
to blame America’s economic troubles on 
President Obama and, of course, on the 
Chinese.

“Currency manipulator” is the typical 
charge against China.  But what does it 
mean and why is being thrown around now?

In the broadest sense, every country 
with a functioning central bank — including 
the U.S. with its Federal Reserve System 
— is a currency manipulator.  The duty of 
a central bank is to manage or, one could 
say, manipulate, the value of its nation’s 
currency by expanding or contracting the 
money supply, as appropriate for national 
policy.

So the fact that China also uses its 
central bank, the People’s Bank of China, 
to manage the yuan comes as no surprise.  
China would be lax if it did not do this.  
What Republicans like Trump protest is 
not that China manages or “manipulates” 
the yuan, but that it allegedly tries to keep 
it cheap in dollar terms.  Critics of China’s 
currency policy claim that it promoted a 
consistently undervalued currency to keep 
its goods cheap in relation to the goods of 
other countries, especially those of the U.S., 
its number one overseas market.

The evidence for a deliberately “weak” 
yuan is itself weak.  For many years after 
China emerged from self-imposed economic 

isolation of the 1960s and 1970s, it aimed 
at stabilizing the value of the yuan at RMB 
8 per dollar.  Like dozens of other countries 
around the world, it tried to stabilize its 
currency by pegging it to the currency of its 
leading trading partner, the U.S.

By 2005, China was amassing huge 
trade surpluses relative to the U.S. as its 
exports flourished while its imports — 
at least, those from the U.S. — lagged.  
Consequently its dollar reserves grew fast.  
It became increasingly difficult for the 
Chinese government to maintain the peg to 
the dollar, so the government began allowing 
the yuan to appreciate relative to the dollar 
until 2014.  So for nine years the value of 
the yuan was moving in the direction that 
critics like Trump say it should.

Despite the fact that the yuan grew in 
value, from 8 yuan to the dollar to almost 
6, the drumbeat of “currency manipulation” 
accusations continued.  Why?  Mostly 
because the claims were based on the 
textbook economics argument that in free 
markets the value of currencies ought to 
reach an equilibrium that balances trade.  
Since China maintained a persistent surplus 
in its trade with the U.S., its currency, 
though rising in value, must have not been 
rising fast enough.

This is another case where, when reality 
does not accord with the economic textbook, 
people blame reality rather than the faulty 
textbook.  In fact, the textbook is wrong in 
this case for two reasons.

First, as I have argued in my book 
and in earlier pieces, very little of world 
trade occurs in free markets.  Thus market 

prices and exchange rates may not adjust 
as freely and swiftly as the textbook theory 
assumes they will, regardless of government 
intervention.

Second, the main influence on currency 
values today is not trade flows, but 
investment flows, so-called “hot money” 
— that is, investments into and out of a 
country.  When a country is attractive as 
a destination for investment, its currency 
tends to rise.  That rise does not necessarily 
reduce its exports, as the China case shows.  
When a country is no longer as attractive for 
investments, as has been the case for China 
since 2014, capital flows reverse and the 
currency tends to decline in value, as indeed 
the yuan is now doing.  These flows are 
driven, for the most part, not by government 
policy, but by the interests and expectations 
of private investors.  To respond as critics 
now demand, the Chinese government 
would have to intervene massively against 
the current market tendency to depress the 
value of its currency.  In other words, to 
satisfy the critics charging it with “currency 
manipulation,” China would have to become 
a massive currency manipulator.

I suspect there are two real reasons that 
Trump and others are so adamant about 
China’s alleged currency manipulation.  
First of all, China is a convenient foreign 
scapegoat.  Second, the real agenda is not to 
strengthen the yuan, but the flip side of that: 
to weaken the dollar.  But China-bashing 
may be more popular than campaigning for 
a weaker dollar.

Taken as a whole, Trump’s economic 
policies represent a reversal of long-

standing Republican Party priorities.  In 
effect, regarding monetary and currency 
policy, the Democratic and Republican 
Parties have switched places in 2016.  This is 
a historic change, but it has largely escaped 
notice.

Throughout much of American history, 
the Republican Party has been the party 
of big manufacturers and the “Eastern 
Establishment,” meaning large financial 
interests concentrated in New York, 
Philadelphia, and Boston.  On the other 
hand, the Democratic Party has been the 
party of southern planters and northern 
urban real estate and development interests.  
The way this translates into monetary policy 
is that the Republican Party has generally 
favored tight money, better described as 
tight credit policies, of the big banks and 
bearish blue-chip corporations, which 
also correlate with a strong dollar.  The 
Democrats favored looser credit since real 
estate and landed interests, like the southern 
planters, have assets such as land that hold 
their value during inflation, but whose debts 
become devalued with inflation.  The bond 
holders and banks that lend the money want 
the dollar to hold its value, but debtors like 
farmers and real estate developers love 
nothing better than for inflation to erode the 
burden of their debts.

Along comes Trump, real estate 
developer and former Democrat, who now 
leads in the polls for the Republican Party 
nomination.  He wants to deport millions 
of immigrants who comprise the industrial 
labor force for many American corporations, 

continued on page 14
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How often does one really get to know 
those who live many time zones away?  
We can read endlessly about the politics, 
macroeconomics or such of this country or 
that region, but one of the proven formats for 
good books about faraway places is delving 
deep — individually and personally — into 
the lives of those who reside there.

Among books about post-Mao China, 
Peter Hessler set a powerful example of 
intimate, respectful reflections on real 
people’s lives with “River Town” (2001), 
an intimate description of his two years 
as a Peace Corps volunteer in a Sichuan 
Province municipality, Fuling, adjacent 
to the Yangtze.  John Pomfret’s “Chinese 
Lessons” (2006) traces the lives of five 
of his schoolmates at Nanjing University 
in 1980 (and also includes a description 
of his riding his bicycle just ahead of the 
advancing PLA troops in Beijing on 4 June, 
1989 — Pomfret was expelled from China 
not long after the Tiananmen massacre, as 
he was suspected of allying with the student 
leaders).  Leslie Chang’s “Factory Girls” 
(2008) considers the careers of two migrant 
women she’d initially met in Guangdong 
factories when reporting for the Wall Street 
Journal in the early years of this century, 
and Dan Washburn’s “Forbidden Game” 
(2014) follows three disparate individuals 
working in the world of (largely illegal) 
golf in China.  All draw broader inferences 
from the lives they consider, and all are 
immensely worth the read.  Rob Schmitz, 
a Peace Corp colleague of Hessler’s in 
Sichuan in the 1990s and currently Shanghai 
correspondent for the U.S. radio program 
“Marketplace,” has now joined the club with 
“Street of Eternal Happiness.”

Schmitz’s subtitle is “Big City Dreams 
Along a Shanghai Road.”  In a recent 

interview on “Marketplace,” Schmitz 
described how he came to create “Street of 
Eternal Happiness.”

[The radio series and book] came from 
me being inundated by the barrage of news, 
and the news cycle, from China ... I wanted 
to take a step back and focus on real life, 
everyday Chinese people, because I think 
that in some ways is what’s lost when we 
focus on the economic and the political news 
coming out of China, because the Party 
controls a lot of that information.

Schmitz had no further to go than 
Changle Rd, the street he lives on in 
Shanghai, for his source material.  Changle 
Rd (chang means “long” or “eternal,” while 
le means “happiness,” in Mandarin, the 
Yangtze is ChangJiang, or “long river”) 
in Shanghai isn’t very long — a few 
kilometers.  It runs east-west, from just 
south of People’s Square to a neighborhood 
with many consulates and colonial-era 
structures, the western side of the former 
French Concession.  The large houses in the 
area were occupied by wealthy foreigners 
before 1949, then for decades occupied by 
several families per structure, and most 
recently have become targets of Shanghai’s 
regentrification, with the wealthy once again 
owning entire properties and restoring them 
to their original stateliness.
Schmitz introduces us to Street residents:

First, there is Chen Kai, “CK,” a 
sandwich-shop owner and accordion 
sales/repair person, who abandoned an 
attempt to kill his 11-year-old self when 
repeated slashings across his wrists with 
a straight razor fail to produce the geyser 
of blood he’d expected.  He’s more or 
less a wenqing — ”cultured youth” — 
Chinese in their 20s and 30s who are the 
first generation in nearly 50 years who 

had the opportunities to work for the time 
and the means to do things like study 
existentialism, watch independent films 
and visit art galleries.

Then, there are Old Kang and “the 
Mayor,” long residents of what was once 
called, in English, Maggie Lane, just 
opposite Schmitz’s residence on Changle 
Rd.  A few years before Schmitz moved 
in, developers who had done a shady deal 
with the local Party officials razed the entire 
block, except Kang’s and the Mayor’s 
houses, because those two couples had 
refused to submit to extortionate buyout and 
relocation offers.  Their residences became 
what the locals call “nail houses,” because 
the sole remaining undestroyed structures 
in otherwise leveled parcels look like nails 
sticking out of a board.  Kang’s house, and 
later the Mayor’s house, are destroyed by 
thugs hired by the developers to evict them, 
a nationwide and constant phenomenon.

We learn of the suffering that the hukou 
system, a national registry which ties 
citizens to their or their parents’ place of 
birth, inflicts on China’s people through 
flower vendor Zhao Shiling, 20 years after 
her escape from an abusive marriage in 
Shandong Province, through whose eyes 
and years. Zhao asks Schmitz a poignant 
question:

Are you allowed to continue to beat your 
wife even after divorce?

During one of their conversations, when 
Zhao is hobbled by a cast on her broken foot, 
a neighbor brings a box lunch, one example 
of the many ways that the neighborhood 
residents care for one another.

Auntie Fu is poorly educated and in 
her 60s, and therefore a prime target for 
the Ponzi schemes and other swindles that 
pervade the country, one of the elements 
that render precarious the country’s overall 
financial situation.  A famous recent example 
is a supposedly peer-to-peer online lending 
enterprise called Ezubo that bilked nominal 
investors of more than US$7 billion.  More 
than two dozen of the perpetrators have 
been arrested, but the massive collusion 
with local and regional Party officials is just 
beginning to be exposed, and will never be 
fully.  Readers might be reminded of noted 
Northwestern University economist Victor 
Shih assertion that the entire country’s 
financial structure is “a Ponzi scheme whose 
head is the central bank.” 

Fu is also a nascent churchgoer, so 
she serves as a touchpoint for Schmitz’s 
reflections on the growing phenomenon 
of religious interest in today’s China.  He 
suggests a to-be-expected connection 
between the financial swindles and the 
evangelicals — many of the latter, with 
all the sincerity of Elmer Gantry, or more 
recently Creflo Dollar, Daisaku Ikeda, David 
Miscavige and their ilk, exhort their flocks 
(a telling word) to tithe, and gain stature in 
the community based on their fundraising 
prowess.

And, finally, we meet one family 
formerly resident on the street, the Wangs 
— serendipitously, Schmitz is introduced 
to a poignant trove of letters between the 
patriarch of the family and his wife.  Wang 

was arrested in 1957 in what is commonly 
called the Anti-Rightist Campaign, but is 
more accurately described as a purge and 
murder of people inconvenient or opposed 
to power-holders from Mao to the village 
level.  Wang’s wife, who after her husband’s 
removal to a starvation camp in northwest 
China suffers mightily as a single parent 
with several children, one of whom she must 
abandon to a rural family without progeny.

Schmitz eventually meets the Wangs’ 
son, who has moved to a suburb of New 
York and is building a life there, with a 
21st-century version of a mail-order bride 
from China, sourced on the internet — some 
things change more slowly than others.

Inevitably, Westerners here seek Western 
analogs to illuminate today’s urban China 
for their family and friends back home, 
or to offer some perspective to their local 
acquaintances.  Schmitz settles for New 
York at the turn of the 20th century, 
reminding us that both New York a century 
ago and Shanghai today are settled primarily 
by immigrants (though in Shanghai’s 
case the immigrants are overwhelmingly 
domestic, from other parts of China) not 
long off the farm and therefore lacking 
manners and style that the longer-term 
residents and their officials aspire to.

He compares “The Gentleman’s Book 
of Etiquette,” published in 1879 and 
aimed at the recent arrivals in New York, 
with the infamous “How to Be a Lovely 
Shanghainese,”  published by local Party 
officials in the runup to the 2010 World 
Expo — “infamous” because the latter’s 
exhortations toward honesty and upright 
dealing contrast profoundly with Party 
collusion in Ponzi schemes and land grabs, 
the underhanded dealing of which Schmitz 
uses to assert the need, in China as in 
all human societies, for an independent 
judiciary.

In an interview with the UK’s Guardian 
earlier this year, Schmitz described the 
essence of all the struggles he’s witnessed 
and heard about among those residents of 
Changle Rd he now counts as close friends:

How these characters navigate the 
system ultimately helps determine their 
fates.  I  compare their efforts to swimming 
in waters with a strong rip current.  If you 
swim against the current, you’ll likely 
drown.  If you submit, it’ll drag you out to 
sea.  The key is to swim with the current at 
an angle, carving your own path without 
directly challenging it or, conversely, 
succumbing to its power.

At arm’s length, Street is a compilation 
of mini-biographies of several people who 
happen to be connected to Shanghai’s 
Changle Rd.  But it’s vastly more than that, 
in that Auntie Fu, Ms Zhao the flower-shop 
owner and the others we meet here become 
portals into a more nuanced understanding 
of China, rendering the country’s people, 
richly, in an all-too-rare three dimensions.

John D. Van Fleet is assistant dean for 
the USC-SJTU Global Executive MBA in 
Shanghai.  His book, “Tales of Old Tokyo, 
a romp through the city’s history from 1853 
to 1964,” was published early in 2014. ♦
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Healthcare
King: For my generation, healthcare is 

at the whim of the employer.  That was also 
true for my parents’ generation.  There was 
very little regulation so we have explosive 
issues of healthcare costs.  That the United 
States chose to make healthcare a benefit 
from the company where you work is 
problematic.  My father worked for one 
company for his whole career, even though 
the company was acquired by another 
company; but the healthcare stayed.  That 
is very rare indeed for my generation.  
Healthcare follows the job, so if you change 
the job, your healthcare dramatically 
changes.  Healthcare issues continue to be 
a part of the national discussion.  I believe 
that we received good medical attention 
when we were growing up; it was a good 
period of time.  

Wang:  My generation has healthcare 
benefit – if you are in the public sector in 
China, or have health insurance – if you 
are in the private sector.  The government 
promises a pension, too. 

China’s healthcare industry is for-profit, 
so if you don’t have coverage, they won’t 
even admit you into the ER.  I witnessed 
patients who were sent back home to die 
because they could not pay at the hospital.  
Now the Chinese government promises 
minimal healthcare benefit covering most 
citizens.  We will see. 
Value system

King:  My parents’ generation has some 
of the finest ethics and values, many of 
which were passed on to my generation.  My 
generation got corrupted in many respects 
by material things.  There are many people in 
my generation who are actually responsible 
for the financial problems that hurt the 
banking and housing industry so badly in 

recent years.  We saw a lot of organizations 
go down because of that.  It’s sad to admit, 
but many people responsible for that disaster 
are members of my generation. 

My kids’ generation has a different 
set of values.  They tend to be more 
skeptical toward large institutions, such as 
government and banks.  That’s why Google 
is valued by its corporate motto of “Do 
no evil,” which resonates with the young 
people who work there. 

My generation had the freedom to 
define our own value system: we could be 
simultaneously nationalistic in supporting 
our country, but also against the war in 
Vietnam.  That was a freedom given to 
my generation that my parents’ generation 
did not have.  Unfortunately, some people 
of my generation took that freedom to an 
excess, e.g., creating the banking crisis.  
My generation took the freedom and made 
a good decision to be good and involved 
citizens - that was a big strength of our time.   

Wang:  My generation is both conserva-
tive and progressive.  We are conservative 
because we received a complete education, 
filled with traditional arts and culture, litera-
ture and history.  We are progressive because 
we grew up in the 1980s, which was marked 
by its idealism, openness, forwardness, 
westernization, academic freedom, cultural 
renaissance and religious tolerance. 

My parents’ generation was educated to 
be atheists by the Communist propaganda.  
On the contrary, most members of my 
generation are either religious or spiritual.  
There are many Tibetan Buddhists and 
Christians in my generation.

 Arts and culture are valued by my 
generation: we like museums and galleries 
more than bars and nightclubs; poets 
and artists are treated like heroes.  We 

value diversity and inclusion, and despise 
discrimination and exploitation in any form. 

We have a simple value system and we 
believe there is a clear distinction between 
what is right and what is wrong: freedom 
of speech is right, censorship is wrong; 
helping people in need is right, turning 
away refugees fleeing from war is wrong; 
freedom of worship is right, and religious 
persecution is wrong.  
Global Citizenship

Wang:  1980s was the most open and 
creative period in contemporary Chinese 
history.  Thousands and thousands of 
western books were reprinted or translated 
into Chinese western philosophy studied, 
and western art exhibited. We had the 

opportunities to familiarize ourselves with 
Freud, Einstein, Solzhenitsyn, Max Webber, 
Marc Chagall, Wassily Kandinsky, Thomas 
Mann, Hanna Arendt, Karl Popper, Jean- 
Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, George Orwell, 
Michel Foucault, Marcel Duchamp, Italo 
Calvino, Umberto Eco, Ingmar Bergman, 
Luis Buñuel, Eugene O’Neill, Hemingway, 
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Yasunari Kawabata, and 
Yoko Ono. 

My generation is well connected to 
the outside world, particularly during the 
information boom.  The Internet came to 

China in 1994, and we were able to connect 
to it without restrictions.  China’s “Gold 
Shield Project” or the Great Fire Wall, was 
implemented in 2000 and isolated China 
from the rest of the world. 

My generation also benefited tremen-
dously from studying abroad, some ulti-
mately returned to China, but many stayed 
on overseas. 

King:  The world opened up during my 
generation.  Most of us had an education that 
brought us a glimpse of the world as very 
young kids.  It was not a global education, 
but as we entered high school, the world 
opened up considerably.  For example, the 
Oil Embargo made us realize that somebody 
in another part of the world could suddenly 
impact our household. 

 My generation also became more 
curious, and we had the freedom to explore 
those curiosities by experiencing more.  
The world indeed became smaller or as 
Thomas Friedman said, “the world is flat.”  
It also became more necessary to be a global 
citizen, just to be more effective citizens 
of our country.  At the beginning of our 
generation, people might just think about 
the United States versus being a citizen of 
the world; but we are more and more aware 
that the United States is just one country in 
the world and our job is to be collaborative 
and work with people all over the world.  ♦

The luckiest generations in the U.S. and 
in China: the baby boomers and the Generation ’89, Part IV
By Rick King and Chang Wang, contributors

Editor’s Note: Both Rick King and Chang Wang consider themselves lucky, and the luckiness is generational.  King, a “baby boomer” who was born in California and grew 
up in Massachusetts, believes overall, his generation is better off than his parents’ and his children’s; Wang, originally from Beijing, belongs to “Generation ’89” in China, even 
believes his generation is the luckiest in Chinese history since 1842. 

China Insight invites King and Wang to author a conversational style essay to compare the lives and the key characteristics of the “baby boomers” in the U.S. and the “Generation 
’89” in China. 

In this last installment, King and Wang will describe and compare how healthcare, values and growing global citizenship affect the two groups and how the systems work in 
their respective countries.  Who were their cultural icons and was there any overlap?  

The complete series is available at www.chinainsight.info, “Past Issues” (April p. 10; May, p. 6; June, p. 13).
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World’s largest radio telescope
 
China is constructing the world’s largest radio telescope, the 500-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope, or FAST.  

The massive construction project — which, when completed, will be the size of 30 football pitches — has the potential 
to be a game-changer for human understanding of the universe and our search for life on other planets.

It will be put into use in September 2016, allowing researchers to detect radio signals from tens of billions of 
light-years away.

China’s ‘man-made’ sun fusion device 
 
Energy is one of the major issues currently facing human society.  How can we provide sustainable clean energy?  

The artificial sun project is being developed to find a solution.
As a major national project, the Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) fusion device, 

nicknamed “artificial sun,” was approved in 1998.  Construction lasted eight years and cost nearly 200 million yuan.  
It was successfully discharged for the first time on Sept. 28, 2006, and has since made unprecedented breakthroughs in 
energy generation, bringing mankind one step closer to transforming energy into a stable, sustainable and controllable 
resource.

Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility
  
With a total investment of 1.2 billion yuan, the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) project was put 

into service on Jan. 19, 2010.
The SSRF is a key research and technology development platform in China.  It is a third-generation synchrotron 

radiation light source that serves as a great tool for scientific research.  The project has built seven beam lines and 
experimental stations for research and development in the fields of life science, new materials, physics and biochemistry.

Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment
 
Located in southern China’s Guangdong province, the Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment, famous for studying 

neutrino mixing, is branching into a new area of neutrino physics.  In March 2012, the laboratory announced a precise 
measurement of the last of the unsolved neutrino “mixing angles,” which determines the way neutrinos oscillate.  The 
groundbreaking results promise new insight into why ordinary matter survived after the big bang to form everything 
visible in our current universe.

Southwest China Germplasm Bank of Wild Species
 
 The Southwest China Germplasm Bank of Wild Species, which is under the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) 

in Yunnan province, is a research and preservation institution for rare and endangered plants.  One of the critically 
endangered species it protects, the pinus squamata, or Qiaojia pine, only has 29 trees left growing in China.

Founded in 2008 and subsequently dubbed “Noah’s Ark,” the center holds 67,800 sets of seeds for 9,129 plant 
species from 45 countries and regions.  By 2020, it aims to expand its collection to 100,000 sets of seeds from 10,000 
species.  The center currently stores seeds from one third of China’s wild plants.  The center cooperates with 85 
research institutes and preservation centers 
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By Guo Kai, China Daily, May 23, 2016 

The world’s first satellite that can 
achieve quantum communication between 
the space and the Earth will be launched 
in July, a leading expert in the field said 
on May 21, the news website ThePaper.cn 
reported.

Pan Jianwei, a quantum expert and 
an academician of the Chinese Academy 

of Sciences, re-
vealed the news 
at a seminar held 
in Shanghai.

The satellite 
is dedicated to 
quantum science 
experiments, and 
it will serve as 
evidence that 
China is lead-
ing the world 
to achieve sat-

ellite-earth quantum communication, Pan 
said.

“There are many bottlenecks in the 
information security. The Edward Snowden 
case has told us that the information in the 
transmission networks are exposed to risks 
of being monitored and being attacked by 

hackers,” Pan said.
As the basic unit of matter to carry 

energy, the quantum is inseparable and 
could not be copied, Pan said.  The no-
cloning theory of quantum mechanics is 
a breakthrough that ensures data encoded 
in photons is secure on the networks 
and cannot be captured or copied during 
transmission, he said.

Pan also said that the 2,000-km 
quantum communication main network 
between Beijing and Shanghai will be fully 
operational in the second half of this year. 
Government agencies and banks in cities 
along the route can use it first.

President Xi Jinping visited the control 
center of the Beijing-Shanghai quantum 
communication main network in April in 
Hefei, capital of Anhui province, during 
his field-study tour to the province from 

April 24 to 27.
In 2012, Pan’s group built the world’s 

first metropolitan area quantum network in 
Hefei, linking 46 nodes to allow real-time 
voice communications, text messages and 
file transfers.

The quantum satellite is part of the 
country’s Strategic Priority Program on 
Space Science that started in 2011 and 
planned to launch four satellites by the end 
of the year.

The first satellite of this program, a 
dark-matter satellite, has been launched 
into space in December last year and is 
collecting data.  The second, the country’s 
first microgravity satellite, the SJ-10, was 
successfully launched on April 6 this year.

A hard X-ray telescope for black hole 
and neutron star studies is also expected to 
be launched in the second half of this year.♦

Five contemporary Chinese science and 
engineering projects

China to launch world’s 
first quantum satellite 
in July

A Long March 2-D rocket carrying China’s first microgravity satel-
lite, the SJ-10, blasts off at the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center in 
Gansu province at 1:38 am on April 6, 2016. [Photo/Xinhua]
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Convenient, deliberate Chinese amnesia
  May and June are volatile months in 

Chinese history.  
Ninety-seven years ago on May 4, some 

5,000 students took to the streets of Beijing 
and trashed the houses of officials they 
despised in an attempt to protest foreign 
bullying, causing Chinese diplomats to re-
fuse signing the Treaty of Versailles as the 
allies failed to return Shandong Province to 
China.  The incident is known as the May 
Fourth Movement.

Fifty years ago on May 16, the Commu-
nist Party announced the start of the Great 
Proletarian Cultural Revolution followed by 
a decade of mass brainwashing, torture and 
chaos that left millions of Chinese dead.  So 
ubiquitous was the effect of this revolution, 
one would be hard pressed to find someone 
in China today who was not touched in 
some way by it.

And who can forget the Tiananmen 
Square massacre of June 4, 1989?  (See 
June 2015 China Insight, p. 6, at www.
chinainsight.info.)  Many of the 1989 dem-
onstrators identified with certain aspects of 
the 1919 May Fourth Movement.  To this 
day, there are no official statistics available 
for the casualties from the military response 
to the student demonstrators that night.  
And to this day, there is little mention that 
democracy demonstrations were not just 
limited to Beijing.  In Chengdu, Sichuan 
Province, protests resulted in eight deaths 
and numerous injuries.  

Communist Party leaders and the press 
continue to make sure there will be no 
mention of these events.  Kerry Brown, a 
Chinese studies professor at King’s College, 
London, said, “The issue is that of account-
ability … It is deemed best just to paper 
over the cracks and pretend everything is 
forgotten.  The tactic now is amnesia.”  It 
will be as if they never happened.  The Chi-
nese citizenry do not discuss them and those 
born after the incidents will hardly have any 
opportunity to learn about them.  And that’s 
just how the Chinese government likes it!

With the 50th anniversary of the tumul-
tuous Cultural Revolution silently glossed 
over, what happened this June 4?  

Each year ahead of June 4, Beijing puts 
in place heightened tech filters to monitor 
and censor social media and smartphone 
text messages.  In 2015, dozens of people 
deemed “dissidents” and “activists” were 
detained days ahead of June 4, preventing 
them from talking to 
the press or holding 
public rallies.  

This year was 
no different.  The 
founder of Tianan-
men Mothers (moth-
ers of democracy 
protesters killed 
on the night of the 
bloody crackdown 
2 7  y e a r s  a g o ) , 
79-year-old Ding 
Zilin, was confined 
to her Beijing flat by 
security officials on 
June 1.  Three activ-
ists were detained in 
Beijing after attend-
ing a remembrance 
event on May 31.  A 
Chengdu teahouse 
proprietor was de-
tained on suspicion 
of “inciting subversion of state power” by 
sharing photos of liquor bottles labeled to 
mark June 4, BaJiuLiuSi (8, 9, 6, 4).  Dozens 
of other rights activists were placed under 
house arrest or ordered to leave town in 
the last weeks of May through early June.  
Authorities also prevented a group of known 
activists from eating dinner together by 
placing police officers outside their homes 
and, also, leaving messages telling them 
not to attend.  

Why the continued suppression of 
dissension?  For fear of having to be held 
accountable for the events.  The government 

collective amnesia will not work.
These activists want an apology.  They 

want compensation.  They long for political 
rehabilitation of the victims and their fami-
lies.  But, above all, they want accountability 
and for the government to release details 
of the bloody crackdown.  And they are 
adamant to keep pushing for that.

The activists risk being watched con-
stantly; yet they are 
determined to con-
tinue to press for the 
truth to be told.  In 
an open letter pub-
lished June 1, the 
Tiananmen Mothers 
wrote, 

“A government 
that unscrupulously 
slaughters its own 
fellow citizens, a 
government that 
does not know how 
to cherish its own 
fellow citizens, and 
a government that 
forgets, conceals, 
and covers up the 
truth of historical 
suffering has no fu-
ture.”  

Leading up to 
this year’s June 4, 

Hong Kong protesters again marched in 
remembrance of the event, holding banners 
with the slogan, “Vindicate June 4” and car-
rying a coffin commemorating those killed 
in Tiananmen Square.  Some held yellow 
umbrellas, the iconic symbol of the 79-day 
Hong Kong Occupy protests in late 2014.  

Early June 3, 2016, members of Hong 
Kong’s League of Social Democrats hung 
a giant banner measuring approximately 80 
ft x 10 ft on Beacon Hill that read, “Don’t 
forget 6.4.  See you at Vic Park.” reminding 
people of the annual vigil, which had been 
attended by tens of thousands of people 
each year.

On the evening of June 4, thousands 
(figures ranged from 21,000 to 125,000, 
depending on who’s counting) of attendees 
at the Victoria Park vigil observed a minute 
of silence; but they also called for Hong 
Kong’s independence.

Besides poking the Chinese authorities 
to take responsibility for the Tiananmen 
crackdown, to Hong Kong democracy 
activists, June 4 is a profound reminder 
of what the fight for democracy in Hong 
Kong may face.  The violent response by 
the military to the peaceful student protest-
ers in Beijing a quarter of a century ago no 
doubt weighed heavy on the minds of the 
Hong Kong student protesters of the 2014 
Umbrella Revolution.  

As Joshua Wong, the student leader of 
the 2014 Umbrella Revolution street pro-
testers, said, “The most important aim is to 
tell people [at the Victoria Park vigil] the 
importance of pursuing self-determination 
for Hong Kong.  June 4 launched Hong 
Kong’s democracy movement.  The Um-
brella Movement launched the next wave.”

As press freedom becomes more restric-
tive in China and Hong Kong, it is up to the 
people themselves to break the deadening 
silence from the Chinese government and 
press to ensure that horrific historical events 
will not be airbrushed from memory.♦

Business & Economy News

“In history, a great volume is unrolled for our instruction, 
drawing the materials of future wisdom from the past errors 
and infirmities of mankind.”    

Edmund Burke

Is China a 
currency 
manipulator?

which would certainly increase inflation.  He 
wants higher tariffs on imports, which is infla-
tionary.  He wants China to raise the value of its 
currency, meaning the dollar falls in value, which 
is inflationary too, because it makes imports more 
expensive.  He wants a huge increase in govern-
ment spending on infrastructure, which is good 
for real estate interests and is also inflationary. 
In terms of the monetary impact of his policies, 
he still sounds like a Democrat.

Maybe that is because the great financial 
interests have increased their influence within 
the Democratic Party so much since President 
Clinton that they now deliver policies favoring a 
strong dollar, which used to be a more typically 
Republican position.  Pro-inflation interests like 
real estate developers and other large debtors 
have discovered that there is no more room at 
the table in the increasingly tight credit, pro-
Wall Street Democratic Party (Bernie Sanders 
notwithstanding), so they’re rushing to the 
Republican Party to steal that cause away from 
its traditional big business establishment.  The 
established GOP elite is perplexed that stan-
dard-bearers like Jeb Bush are losing to monetary 
debasers like Trump. ♦

continued from page 10

U.S. Justice Department 
commended for greater oversight 
on national security cases 

[NEW YORK] -- The Committee of 
100 (C-100) commends the United States 
Justice Department for its recent policy 
change to reduce the risk of racial profiling, 
specifically of Chinese Americans working 
as scientists and in technical fields. 

The reform, which will introduce greater 
oversight into cases concerning national 
security, and prosecutions of alleged es-
pionage, even if the technical charges do 
not name the crime as espionage, is much 
needed.  As an organization committed to 
the full inclusion of Chinese Americans in 
the U.S., the Committee has been a leader 
for 25 years in promoting due process and 
equal protection for Chinese Americans 
and Asian Americans.  Since 2013, C-100 
has been leading a series of educational 
seminars throughout the country for Asian 
Americans in the scientific community on 
the risks and requirements of U.S. laws on 
trade secrets, espionage, and export controls.  
This public service is provided in order to 

prevent Asian American scientists and gov-
ernment employees from being accused of 
wrongdoing due to insufficient knowledge 
of the risks and sensitivities involved in 
their fields.  

In the past year, C-100 has also been 
calling for greater accountability on the part 
of federal investigators and prosecutors, 
especially in the wake of the recent failed 
prosecutions of Dr. Xiaoxing Xi and Ms. 
Sherry Chen, both of whom were innocent 
of wrongdoing, but had their lives ruined 
because of accusations that turned out to 
have no basis.  C-100 supports fair and 
appropriate investigation, prosecution, and 
punishment of espionage that is based on 
the evidence and not on profiling based on 
race, ethnicity or national origin.  It urges 
that we remain true to the American ideals of 
the presumption of innocence, due process, 
and equal protection for all.  “There are more 
than 3.8 million Chinese Americans, almost 
all of whom are loyal, hard- working citizens 

no different than their neighbors, colleagues, 
and friends,” says Frank H. Wu, Committee 
of 100 Chairman.  “Today’s move by the 
Justice Department was a step in the right 
direction, but there will continue to be sus-
picions of, and additional pressures placed 
on Chinese Americans as the relationship 
between the United States and China contin-
ues to evolve.  We must all remain vigilant 
and work together to ensure that the civil 
rights of all Americans are protected without 
compromising national security interests.” 

The Committee of 100 is an internation-
al nonpartisan leadership organization of 
prominent Chinese Americans in business, 
government, academia, entertainment, and 
the arts.  For over 25 years, the Committee 
has been committed to a dual mission of pro-
moting the full participation and inclusion of 
Chinese Americans in all fields of American 
life, and encouraging constructive relations 
between the peoples of the United States and 
Greater China.  www.committee100.org. ♦
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The 2016 Schwan’s USA CUP will 
expand its international footprint by 
welcoming its first Chinese team in many 
years.  The Shanghai-Xingta Primary 
School, based in rural Shanghai, is currently 
finalizing visa arrangements for its players.

The Shanghai-Xingta Primary School 
is one of the traditional Chinese football 
schools and has a long history.  It is the 
cradle of Shanghai women’s football and 
has hosted numerous football matches and 
related activities.  Most recent, it hosted the 
second Girls Football Festival, launched 
by the Asian Football Confederation this 
past March.

The U11 girls’ team from the Shanghai-
Xingta Primary School has participated in 
numerous competitions under coach Yang 
Yulin.  The girls are in grades 5 and have 
been playing soccer since 2012.  They 
train five times a week, 90-120 minutes 
each time.  They were champions of the 
Shanghai Campus Football League in 2014 
and 2015, and finished third in 2016.  They 
also were champions of the Shanghai Red 
Scarf Football League in 2015.

Even though soccer is an important part 
of their curriculum and the students are 
passionate about the game, the emphasis of 

the school, first and foremost, is academic 
development of the students.  It will be the 
first time these students have been in the 
U.S. and it also will be their first tournament 
overseas.  They will be accompanied by 
three teachers.

In 2015, Schwan’s USA CUP welcomed 
16,000 participants from 1,153 teams 
representing 19 states and 16 countries.  
In addition, 40 Chinese referees officiated 
in 2015.  Another 40 will be attending the 
2016 event.

As this issue of China Insight goes to 
print, teams were still registering for the 
2016 tournament, but registration numbers 

have already surpassed those of 2015, 
making the upcoming tournament a new 
record.  The 32nd annual Schwan’s USA 
CUP will be held at the National Sports 
Center in Blaine, Minn., July 15-23, 2016.
About Schwan’s USA CUP 

The Schwan’s USA CUP is the largest 
youth soccer tournament in the Western 
Hemisphere. With an out-of-state economic 
impact of more than $32 million, Schwan’s 
USA CUP is Minnesota’s largest annual 
out-of-state tourism event.

The tournament is unique as the only 
tournament of its size in the world that holds 
all its games on a single contiguous campus.  
It’s also known for its ambitious program 

of off-the-field activities that include an 
Olympic-style opening ceremony, a daily 
video show, live webcasting of selected 
games, social and educational activities for 
the players and their families, and tours to 
major Twin Cities tourist destinations. 
About the National Sports 
Center

The National Sports Center NSC)r is a 
State of Minnesota sports campus developed 
to generate economic impact for the state 
and to provide sports opportunities for 
Minnesota residents.  A gem of a facility, 
it is operated by the National Sports Center 
Foundation, a non-profit foundation.

The NSC is Minnesota’s premier 
amateur sports destination, hosting nearly 
300 events annually, and welcoming more 
than 42 million visitors since its opening in 
1990.  Components of the 690-acre facility 
are the eight-sheet Schwan Super Rink, a 
soccer stadium; a meeting and convention 
center, the Victory Links golf course, a 
cycling Velodrome, an indoor Sports Hall 
with a FieldTurf field, a residence hall and 
54 soccer fields.

The NSC is the largest amateur sports 
complex in the world. ♦

Shanghai-Xingta 
Primary School 
sends U11 girls’ 
team to 2016 
Schwan’s USA CUP

Coach Yang (left, back row in cap) with Shanghai-Xingta Primary School players

Referees

Olympic-style opening event

Players in action

Wanted:

ONLINE
English Lanuage

Teachers

Would you like to help Chinese students 
(Gr. 6-12) polish their spoken and written 
English skills (and, occasionally, history/
literature)? We are hiring experienced na-
tive.  English-speaking teachers to teach 
ESL (different levels) or high school U.S. 
history or literature. 

Teach from our Twin Cities cloud-
classroom set up or your home office. 
Teaching will usually take place in the 
evenings (6–10 p.m.), early mornings 
(6–8 a.m.) or weekends. Number of hours 
are flexible. Rates are from $15-$40/hr 
based on the course requirements and 
teachers’ experience.  

Teaching experience is required. Teaching license is preferred, but not necessary.

If interested, please contact Richard at 612-987-6540 or rhe@chinainsight.info.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 23

Join us for a pregame parade 
and a variety of multicultural 
performances! The first 5,000 

fans will receive a unique 
drink tumbler.

FOR TICKETS, VISIT
twinsbaseball.com/diversityday

Contact Nick Corcoran for groups of 25 or more at 612-659-4083 or nickcorcoran@twinsbaseball.com.

v

Come Celebrate

presented by

Diversity 
yDAYy


